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STYLEBOOK BY ERIN VONDRA   

The joy of a well-deserved break to a far off place or simply unplugging 
at home is magnified when you have fun, comfortable, and unique looks 

to wear. These options are great additions to your suitcase and closet.  

Time for a  Break

Aspen

A worn in ‘90s style jean with a 
roomy fit and high rise, comfortable 
to slip on after skiing. By RE/DONE.  

Intermixonline.com

Statement 
sunglasses 

for après-ski. 
Jcrew.com  

A belt that 
mimics a lasso to 

cinch a coat or 
chambray dress. 

Isabelmarant.com

A shacket is the piece of the year and 
this plaid is perfection. HM.com

A Western style 
hat is a must in 
the mountains. 
Kemosabe.com

The light color of this 
anorak makes it perfect 
for spring and it will pair 

with everything you 
pack. Jcrew.com

Sedona

A soft and gauzy top, perfect 
for layering or throwing over a 

swimsuit. Xirena.com

Worn-in chinos you can 
cuff to wear with sandals 
or sneakers are a packing 

hero. Oldnavy.com

Packing a hat can be so annoying. 
These easily packable Rag & 

Bone options make it a breeze. 
Nordstrom.com

Sedona is all about the 
walks. These leather 

sandals are functional 
and cute enough for 

dinner. Madewell.comEnchantment Resort, Sedona

Hotel Jerome, Aspen

A soft neutral boot that 
transitions well into the 
slightly warmer months.  

Samedelman.com
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Time for a  BreakLondon

Black cropped jeans bring 
a little London edge to 

your look. Gap.com

A statement coat that you will love 
throwing on for those cool evenings. 

Thevampireswife.com

Combat boots with brass 
detail you will wear forever 
as they get better with age. 

Valentino.com

This feminine sweater 
by Munthe adds the 

perfect touch of 
spring. Munthe at 
Nordstrom.com

Nothing is easier to use 
for essentials than this 
beautiful leather belt 

bag. Cuyana.com

Blue Bar, The Berkeley, London

Goring Hotel, London

Staycation

Treat yourself to a skin 
transforming HydraFacial 

at Niks Face & Body in 
Arlington Heights. 

This knit dress is perfect for 
lounging, but cute enough 
for running around town 

too. HM.com

Rain jackets with sweet details always 
make the long cold-ish spring a little 

brighter. Bonus, it is made from 
recycled materials.  Ganni.com

Sneakers that will take 
you anywhere and go 
with anything in your 

closet. By Golden 
Goose. Shopbop.com

This Osea heavenly 
scrub is a great 
way to pamper 

yourself at home. 
Bluemercury.com

This book is 
the perfect, 

hilariously fun 
escape. 

Amazon.com
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Erin Vondra is a Realtor, Interior Design Con-
sultant, lifestyle writer, and, most proudly, a 
mom living in Barrington Hills. Raised in North 
Barrington, she loves helping clients find their 
dream home in the town she so dearly loves. 
Find her on Instagram @erinvondra. Contact 
her at erin.vondra@gmail.com or visit erinvon-
dra.com for your home sale and design needs. 

Time for a  Break
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Naples

This miracle balm can give you just 
enough of that bronze glow you are 

looking for, even if you hid in the 
shade all day. Jonesroadbeauty.com

Lowdermilk Beach, Naples

Downtown shops in Naples

Keep your lips 
hydrated with 180 

Pure’s CBD lip balm. 
Vegan. Gluten-free. 
180 Pure, Deer Park 

Town Center

A bold and bright color block 
suit that is also comfortable.  

Beachriot.com

A gorgeous floral dress that is perfect 
for dinner and comfortable enough 

for a walk down 5th Ave. By Amanda 
Upchurch. Shopbop.com

This monogram straw tote can hold 
everything for the beach for you and 

the littles. Markandgraham.com

A wide heel keep 
these shoes by Schutz 
comfortable, but the 

sweet ties are the 
best part. Schutz at 

intermix.com


